Creating Random Blocks

Random Blocks of questions can be added to a test canvas in order to ensure that students do not encounter all the same questions in the same order on a test. The basic process of creating a Random Block consists of:

- selecting questions from one or more Pools;
- deciding how many of those questions the test will randomly choose and display for anyone taking the test; and
- setting a uniform point value for each question so that the total point value for the Block is equal for each student.

Since Blackboard allows creation of Random Blocks only from Pools, you must have at least one Pool of questions in the course. As shown in the tutorial on creating Pools, these can be assembled by creating new questions, adding questions from existing tests, or importing questions from external files (usually exported from other courses).

1. In the Test Canvas screen, select **Create Random Block** from the **Reuse Question** button on the action bar.
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2. The Create Random Block page appears in a separate window. On the left pane, check the checkboxes for any Pools from which you wish to select questions. Below that, under **Question types**, select either **All Pool Questions** or the question types you wish to add.
3. Click Submit.

4. A Random Block section appears on the Test Canvas. Specify how many questions will be selected from the Block to be displayed on the test, and click Submit. **NOTE:** The number of questions selected must be less than the number of total questions in the Block.
5. Specify the point value for each question selected, and click Submit.
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6. The Block provides a link to expand the area and view all the questions with full or truncated text. This has no effect on how the questions are displayed to students. Click the link labeled **Preview questions that match selected criteria**. Point to the **Question Display** button, and selected either **Truncated Text** or **Full Text**. In either mode, you can click the contextual arrow for a question and select **Edit** to modify the question stem or answers.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Questions:</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Questions to display:</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source Pool:</td>
<td>Sample Pool 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question Types:</td>
<td>All Pool Questions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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On the Test Canvas, the contextual arrow for the Block contains options to edit or delete it. Use the **Edit** command to modify the criteria for selecting questions; use the **Delete** command to remove the Block from the Test Canvas.

After you have created a Random Block, you cannot remove individual questions from it. However, if you remove a question from any Pool from which the question is drawn, it will no longer be part of the Block. You can also edit the Block to change the Pool and Question Type criteria.